Project Assistant for ARGUS at NUTEK AT GmbH (part-time)

Background:
NUTEK AT GmbH is a deep-tech startup located in the ZWT building within the Medical University of Graz campus. ARGUS is a new high resolution Hyperspectral-Imaging microscope to be used for the following applications:

1. Medical applications - Histopathology analysis of fresh tissues, cancer tumors biopsy and general research (primary application)
2. Food industry – quality check, materials analysis
3. Textile industry – quality check

ARGUS is a spin-out product of the Rainbow Probe (demonstrator stage), a medical device which scans the patient’s body during cancer tumor removal operation, to detect remaining cancer tissues.

Requirements:
Bachelor Degree Biomedical Engineering or similar, ongoing Master's Program
Economy or Finance or Project Management – complementary knowledge
Hands-on experience, open minded, team worker
Fluent in English is mandatory.

Tasks description:
- Product User-Interface design
- Product packaging design
- Product documentation
- Supply chain development (subcontractors, suppliers)
- Cost analysis
- Analysis of use cases
- Market analysis
- Business plan preparation

You will be part of NUTEK AT’s experienced engineering team, providing all necessary support.

Employment conditions:
Part-time employment contract with approx. 20h/week, min. salary 1.200 € for 20h/week.
With TU Graz consent the project may be considered for conducting a Master Thesis.
NUTEK AT is a member of the ESA Business Incubator, therefore alternative workspace could be at the Science Park Graz on TU Graz campus.

CONTACT: Ms. Esther Mayer, Email: esther@nutekmedtech.com, Tel: +972 52 4734757